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Discovery of stem cells has widened scope of several treatments, but what a lot of people donâ€™t yet
know is the procreative capacity of stem cells. In a latest conference of athlete trainers, California,
most of them had no idea that apart from being an effective medicine, stem are effective
regenerating units producing stem cells. 

Report suggests, while trainers were aware of stem cell and its potential benefits, they had no idea
that they naturally support bodyâ€™s natural ability of releasing stem cells from bone marrow.

This was issue of discussion at the seminar because this relatively new discovery for trainers was
helpful in curing muscles injuries; that is the most common and frequent injury athletes suffer from.
Injuries are common to game spirit, however a bad injury can cost for a playerâ€™s entire career.

Injuries like calf strain, rapture, muscle knots, strain in thigh muscles have been hindering playerâ€™s
performances since ages. Consequently doctors and trainees have been bothering over the issue to
prevent and also to cure it.  

Traditionally procedure of dealing with muscle pull or rapture includes applying ice and waiting for
swelling to subsidize. Swelling does subsidize in few hours but it takes few days to recover from the
pain in case of a pull, in case of rapture, injury can result into a composition of fibrosis; that weakens
the muscles making them vulnerable to future injuries.

Such injuries limit working of muscles and eliminate their ability to return to the base line or pre-
injury level of performance. Athletes and players dread injuries; as a single injury that happens in
nick of a time takes months and years to recover. 

After the news of IrelandÂ hooker Jerry Flannery, being ruled out of the rugbyÂ World CupÂ after
tearing his left calf muscle; anxiety among trainers and players about injuries got spurred. Purpose
of seminar was to decrease the existing anxiety.  

Livingston, a famous health expert who has guided and counseled a number of Olympic athletes
and professional sports players, said science has shown a higher level of technical advancement in
the field of stem cell. He also appreciated contribution of stem cells naturally developing potent stem
cells.

Aftre the seminar, a large number of trainers were found happy about the fact that, process of
muscle recovery can be quickened by the help of stem cells; which, will in return, improve athletic
training and ability.
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